Gain a Complete
EDR Capability

+
BENEFITS

Red Canary layers on top of Carbon Black
Response to quickly and accurately detect
threats on customers’ endpoints and
provide them with the intelligence and
tooling they need to respond.

What’s Included
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Complete EDR capability on Day 1
No alert fatigue; only see confirmed threats
Rapid response with just a few clicks

Description

Value

HARDWARE

Cb Response server hosting,
management, and software upgrades

No need to manage hardware

BEHAVIORAL
DETECTION

Extensive behavioral detection
criteria that covers initial compromise through post exploitation

No need to set up and manage
watchlists

CYBER INCIDENT
RESPONSE TEAM

Triage and investigation into every
potential threat

No alert fatigue; save time by
eliminating the need to investigate
false positives

REPORTING

Detection reporting that includes
information about what happened,
the impacted endpoint/user, and a
timeline detailing the progression of
the attack

Quickly understand the threat and
its scope

RESPONSE

Automated response capabilities
built into Red Canary’s detection
reporting

Immediately control a threat with a
few clicks

EXPERTISE

Our incident handling and support
teams ensure proper deployment,
configuration, and ongoing operations

Unlimited access to technical
resources to answer all questions

+

FAQs

What types of threats does Red Canary detect?
Red Canary is continually analyzing endpoint activity for threatening behaviors typically associated with an attack. Some
example behaviors include establishing persistence, lateral movement, credential harvesting, and credential escalation.
Example threats include malware, crimeware, zero-days, insider threats, and malwareless attacks.
What is Red Canary’s false positive rate?
Well below 1%
How easily will Red Canary integrate with other products and/or services?
•

Red Canary is built on an open API like Carbon Black Response and can integrate with most tools/services

•

Red Canary can partner with customers’ managed service providers and has many customers using multiple
managed offerings

How is Red Canary different than traditional MSSPs?
•

Red Canary offers a custom-built solution that is solely focused on quickly detecting the breadth of threats on
customers’ endpoints and ensuring customers are able to respond

•

Red Canary does not manage any other product categories and dedicates all resources toward improving endpoint
detection and response

“Red Canary has the ability to master
Carbon Black data and detect threats
as they happen. We have been able
to use their detections to immediately
stop threats. We haven’t seen the
same level of expertise with any
other vendor.”

“If we didn’t bring in Red Canary, I
would still be overwhelmed with
alerts and struggling to improve my
environment. They specialized in
Carbon Black Response and it was
very evident from the service and
partnership we received from them.”

- Director of Technology, Private Investment Firm

- Information Security Architect, Global Biotech
Corporation

Schedule a demo: redcanary.com/cb-response

